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Fort Zombie 
 
The scientists said it was a disease.  Our friends and families aren’t 
really dead—they’re sick.  The corruption spreading from rotten teeth 
and broken nails, they called an “infection”.  So some of us took our 
shots, wore our masks, and died in clinics and hospitals, like good little 
boys and girls. 
 
The preachers said it was the Wrath of God.  The sky is black as 
sackcloth, the moon is red as blood, and they called it “Judgment Day”.  
So some of us said our prayers, and lit our candles, and died in temples 
and shrines like good little boys and girls. 
 
You can’t fight this war with prayers and petrie dishes.  That isn’t God 
looking out through the rotten eyes of the people you once loved.  This 
is an Enemy so old that the human race forgot  its name.  A darkness 
so pure that it hates every spark of light and life in the whole damn 
universe. 
 
Me, I don’t care what you call it.  I’ve seen the wave that’s coming, an 
army of corpses a mile thick.  They’re sweeping over the land like a 
flood, bringing the final darkness with them, the darkness to swallow 
the sun, poison the sky and drag the last of the living into living hell. 
 
That wave will break over this town like a tsunami and take the last of 
us with them…unless we fight back. 
 
 We have one chance.  Find a strong place, and band together.  Build 
our defenses.  Gather supplies.  Arm ourselves for the fight  and save 
as many souls as we can.  Take back our town, our lives, our world 
from the hungry dark. 
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System Requirements 
 
Minimum System Requirements 
OS: Windows® XP SP2 / Vista / 7 
CPU: Intel® Core2® Duo 6600 or equivalent processor 
RAM: 2 GB  
Video: DirectX 9.0c SM2 compliant graphics card with 512M of RAM 
(SM3 compliant graphics card with 1G of RAM preferred) 
Drive: 4X PC DVD-ROM 
Sound: DirectX® 9.0c compatible sound card 
Available Hard Disk Space: Approx. 1 GB 
DirectX®: 9.0c 

Customer Support 
 
For Technical Issues with Fort Zombie; 
 
Internet: http://www.kerberos-productions.com/forum 
 
Our message board community is a unique opportunity to not only 
interact with other, knowledgeable fans – many of whom can help with 
technical problems just as well as the developers – but with Kerberos 
Productions staff directly. 
 
If you cannot find an answer to your issue on the message boards, you 
can submit a question/incident to us at; 
 
E-mail: contact@kerberos-productions.com 
 
A response may take anywhere from 24–72 hours depending on the 
volume of messages we receive and the nature of your problem. 
 
Note: Internet support is handled in English only. Just barely – we’re 
terrible typists. 

For Download and Installation Issues, please contact your Digital 
Download Company directly. Kerberos has no control over their unique 
digital distribution systems and will be of limited help, though we try as 
best as we can. 
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Main menu 
 

From this menu you can launch new campaigns, resume games in 
progress, or access the configuration options for Fort Zombie. 
 
New Game – Select this option to start a new campaign. 
 
Load Game – Start a new game from the beginning or play any 
mission that you currently have unlocked. After selecting your mission, 
choose your difficulty level from one of the options available. 
 
Options – Choose this to adjust graphic and audio options. 
 
Quit – Select this to quit your current game. 
 
 

SAVED GAMES 
 
To save your progress in Fort Zombie, select the Options tab at the 
bottom of the Base Management screens, and then selecting Save 
Game, or press the ESC key at any time to bring up the Options menu. 
 
Saved games can be reloaded from the Main Menu. 
 
NOTE: You cannot save the game until you have captured the base 
and clicked End Day, starting the game clock. Then you can save all 
you want – until then, you have to successfully run the gauntlet through 
town. 
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Fort zombie diary 
 
DAY ONE 
 

I’ve decided to keep this journal as a record of the passing 
days. I don’t know if this is going to end up being the kind 
of thing that future generations will read, or just another 
blood-stained scrap of paper blowing in the wind, but hey—
let’s think positive. This notebook could be some kind of 
historic document someday. At the very least, even if I fail, 
maybe some other smart monkeys will come along and find it. 
Then they can read it, figure out where I went wrong, and 
succeed where I failed. 

 

Anyway. Just in case the kids end up having to study this in 
school, or the next guy who comes along just happens to be 
a gal, I’m going to skip the foul language, and go light on 
the gruesome details. The day may come when ladies and small 
children won’t necessarily know what a zombie looks like up 
close. Or what a zombie smells like up close, for that 
matter. If I can spare them a little of what I’ve been through, 
I’m glad of it. 

 

Today was my first day inside the Piety city limits. I left my 
squat on the outskirts of town at dawn, moving as quietly as 
I could through the streets. The place has been hit pretty 
hard; there are dead walking everywhere, and plenty of dead 
that aren’t going to get up again too. There have been fires, 
but they’ve been self-contained so far. No evidence of the 
unstoppable wildfire that's tearing through the big cities. 
Nonetheless, the smell of charred wood and plastic and 
flesh still hangs thick in the air. 

 

The town is pretty much what I expected. Other looters have 
tossed the place thoroughly and taken most anything that 
was in plain sight. Still plenty of goodies if you know how to 
search for them, though! And there are still survivors here. I 
see the signs of them everywhere. A fire still smoldering in a 
trash barrel in the alley. A litter of empty cans with the 
remains of a cold Kenball dinner still wet on the inside. A 
dirty mattress with the candle beside it, dragged into a 
hidden corner in the ruins of an old house and then 
abandoned. Not to mention the spray paint on the walls... 

 

My mission today was to capture a new base of operations. 
Soon as I hit the city limits, I headed for the site. It didn’t 
take too long to clean it out. Must say, it was well worth 
the trouble. Tonight I’ll have a secure place to sleep for 

the first time in weeks. And as I suspected, the place has 
got real potential. Lumber is never going to be a problem! 
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In-game display 
 

 
 

1 – You. Ben Riley. Is it lucky or unlucky to be alive during a zombie 
apocalypse? 
2 – Targeting Pointer. You use it for everything from shooting a zombie 
to opening a door or a container. 
3 – Countdown Clock / Time Of Day. The timer on top is how many 
days until your final showdown with the undead. The timer on the 
bottom is the time of day. 
4 – Health Meter. This is L’il You. It will show where you take hits and 
how badly an area has been damaged. The worse the damage, the 
more trouble you’ll have moving, jumping, and ultimately, breathing. 
5 – Stamina Meter. As you move, you’ll be exerting yourself – if you 
sprint, even more so. Run it too low without slowing to a walk or taking 
a breather, you’re going to no choice but to slow down or stop. 
6 – Your Gun. Whatever you are armed with will appear here. 
7 – Your Ammo. Displays how many shots are left in your gun. The 
smaller number is how much additional ammo you have on you for 
reloading. 
8 – Compass. Will show you how to get to a mission location and back 
again. Don’t get turned around! 
9 – Team Members. Everyone you have on your team or survivors you 
have picked up will be displayed here, along with their general health. 
10 – Team Orders. More on these controls to follow. 
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Controls / hotkeys 
 

Command Default Button 

W Forward 

S Back 

A Left 

D Right 

SHIFT Sprint 

CTRL Walk 

SPACE Jump 

Sprint + Jump Dive Roll 

Left Mouse Button Attack 

Right Mouse Button Interact 

E* Default Interaction 

F Search 

TAB Next Weapon 

R Reload Weapon 

I Open/Close Inventory 

Mouse Wheel Zoom In/Out 

Page Up / Page Down Zoom In/Out 

ESC Options 

P Pause 

ALT+CTRL+SPACE Frame Advance 

PRINT SCREEN ** 

 
* i.e. Stand in front of a door, E will open door. Stand in front of a 

Survivor, E will start interactions with them. 
 

** Creates a TGA screengrab, which is automatically saved to the 
Windows My Pictures directory. 
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Starting a new game  
 

From the Main Menu, select New Game – you will first get to 
setup the skills and attributes of Ben. The game comes with a selection 
of Former Occupation templates – what Ben was before he turned into 
a full-time zombie removal technician. Each of these templates comes 
with pre-set Attributes and Skills, which dictate Ben’s ability to perform 
certain actions in the game. They are just templates – you can use the 
minus button to remove a small number of points from a Skill or 
Attribute and reassign them somewhere else. Having done that, you 
can even imagine a new former occupation for Ben, though why a 
substitute pre-school teacher would have weapons training is hard to 
understand. 

 

Character Attributes 
 
Smarts:  A measure of intelligence and education combined, Smarts is 
both the ability to retain information and to solve problems. 
 
Power:  A combination of both force of will and spiritual energy, Power 
governs the ability to resist Rot. 
 
Speed:  A character's ability to move over terrain.  Characters with a 
low or impaired Speed may not be able to outrun zombies.  
 
Finesse:  The ability to coordinate and control the body.  This is an 
especially important Attribute for characters who need to use weapons. 
 
Toughness: A combination of physical size, strength and mass, 
Toughness determines the ability of a character to withstand damage.  
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It is also a measure of how far a character is able to run without 
becoming exhausted. 

Skills 
 FZ contains all the skills needed to throw back the Zombie 
hordes and re-ignite the light of hope for humanity.  And remember, it’s 
not always about the being the best fighter.  Skills in FZ represent a 
percentage of mastery value.  So for example, a skill level of 50% in 
Medicine would indicate a good understanding of the ins-and-outs of 
being a Doctor and a reasonable ability to handle most day-to-day 
health needs.  A Medicine value of over 75% would be something you 
would expect to find in an experienced Surgeon. 

Skill Types: Skills come in 2 varieties in FZ, Standard and Umbrella.  
Standard skills function as you may suspect, in a standard fashion and 
are specific to the task or tool being used.  Umbrella skills apply to a 
generalized concept and work in conjunction with the specific skills that 
come under their jurisdiction.  For example, Pistol is an umbrella skill 
that covers the use of all handgun weapons.  9MM Berretta is the 
specific standard skill that applies to the firing of that exact pistol.  
When you pull the trigger on that Berretta, the game will consult that 
skill, THEN add it to your Pistol skill to come to your total skill level for 
firing that specific handgun. 

Base Attribute: All Skills in FZ are based on one of the 5 attributes 
that make up the core stats of a character.  The value of the base 
attribute will be taken into account when calculating the strength of a 
skill as a direct bonus to the total percentage.  For example: The base 
attribute for MetalWorking is Smarts.  If you Character has a Smarts 
score of 20 and a MetalWorking skill of 35, then any test made against 
that skill will be at an effective 55%. 

Skill Calculation Example: 

 I am on the run and about to fire an M-16 at medium range.  
My M-16 skill is 12, my Assault Weapon Skill is 25 and my Finesse 
attribute is 20.  When I pull the trigger, the game will calculate a 
deviation cone based on my skill total, the weapon behavior and will 
take into account I am moving.  But for our purposes, the skill total is 
calculated as follows: 

Standard Skill% + Umbrella Skill + Base Attribute = Accuracy Modifier 

12     +25                      + 20           =  57% 

Melee Combat: Melee (blade, clubs, hand-to-hand) differs from gun 
combat in the sense that your skill with the weapon dictates ENTIRELY 
whether you will hit your target zombie or not.  It also dictates how 
easily a Zombie will hit you.  For instance I am armed with a Sword and 
fighting a zombie.  My skill in blades is 32%.   When I swing I have a 
35% chance to hit the zombie.  When he tries to claw or bite me, his 
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chance is reduced by half my relevant melee skill.  In this case since I 
have a blade in my hands his chance to hit is reduced by 16%. 

Experience: FZ is all about learning by doing.  The more you use a 
skill over a given day, the more chances you will have to improve it.  As 
a general rule of thumb, lower ranked skills will increase faster than 
higher ranked ones (it is easier to catch on quick than it is to perfect 
one’s skills) and standard Skills increase faster then Umbrella skills. 

Skill Descriptions 

Combat Skills 

Assault Weapons: The firing of fully automatic weapons, This includes 
the M-16, M-4, AK-47 and Tommy Gun.  

Type -  Umbrella 

Base Attribute - Finesse 

Blades: The use of edged weapons in melee combat including the 
Katana, Axe and Broadsword. 

Type -  Umbrella 

Base Attribute - Finesse 

Clubs: The use of blunt weapons in Melee combat including shovels, 
baseball bats and crowbars. 

Type -  Umbrella 

Base Attribute - Finesse 

Hand to Hand: The use of punches and kicks to engage the enemy in 
Melee combat. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Finesse 

Pistol: The firing of one-handed, short-barrelled single-shot and semi-
automatic guns including the .38 Detective, .38 Service, Python and 
Desert Eagle revolvers along with the 9mm Beretta SA. 

Type -  Umbrella 

Base Attribute - Finesse 

Rifle: The firing of long barrel weapons such as the Lee-Enfield and the 
M1 Garand Rifles. 

Type -  Umbrella 

Base Attribute - Finesse 
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Other Skills 

Carpentry:  Proficiency in projects involving the use and 
shaping of wood.  Critical to building barricades and some traps. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 

Electrical: Proficiency in the use of electrical systems and generators 
including light electronics.  Useful in the building of some traps and 
maintenance of the base generators. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 

Interaction: Skill in relating to people and convincing them your ideas 
are sound.  Useful in getting survivors to join you. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Power 

First Aid: Skill in the treating of fresh wounds and some general 
medical knowledge. Useful in lessening the effects of wounds incurred 
on missions and of lesser use in long-term overnight care. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 

Lock Pick: Techniques and skills pertaining to the opening of various 
things you shouldn’t. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Finesse 

Mechanical: Proficiency in the use and construction of basic 
mechanical systems.  Useful in building some traps and maintaining the 
base generators. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 

Medicine: Skills and knowledge of the human body and how to 
increase its rate of healing.   Critical to long-term, overnight care. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 

Metal-Working: Proficiency in projects involving the use and shaping of 
Metal.  Critical to building of heavier barricades and some traps. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 
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Scout: Techniques involved in the selection of optimal paths and the 
avoidance of trouble.  Useful for reducing travel times and lowering the 
odds of being intercepted by Zombies on your way to and from 
missions. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 

Sneak: The ability to move silently and avoid the sense of the zombie 
menace at closer ranges. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Finesse 

Spot: Proficiency in searching for and spotting useful items amidst the 
wreckage of the end of the world.  Critical for the finding of items in the 
town of Piety. 

Type -  Standard 

Base Attribute - Smarts 
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Base selection 
 
Once you have set up your character, you can commit by pressing 
Done – from here you move on to selecting your base; you future Fort 
Zombie. Each of the three buildings provides a different challenge to 
defend, with the Police Station being a good beginner Fort, the School 
a good intermediate base, and the Prison being the biggest challenge. 

 
Select your base, click Done and your game will begin – you 

will be offered a short tutorial, and even though you are a top-class 
gamer for actually reading this manual, it will not hurt to give it a go. 
You can skip it in subsequent games if you like, or if you just think 
you’re hard enough to go without. 

 

Clearing your fort 
Aka 

Welcome to piety 
 

Having started a game – you’ve set up your character and 
picked your Fort-to-be – you now have to make your way across the 
town of Piety to your base and remove any undead that might be inside 
in order to seize control and get down to the serious business of 
building up your Fort. 

 
It is important to note that the goal of Fort Zombie is to 

survive, which means finding weapons, ammo, food, supplies, and 
other survivors, all with the intent to survive the Big Wave of zombies 
coming your way. Shooting every zombie in sight, while fun, will 
eventually get you into trouble, so move as fast as you can to your base 
and sweep up. 
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combat 
 

The controls of Fort Zombie are fairly straight forward and 
typical – the standard WASD/Arrow keys move you around, while your 
mouse pointer rotates your camera, picks your targets, and fires your 
weapon, occasionally giving you options on things you can interact 
with, such as found item containers, survivors, and doors. 

 
When starting a new game, a basic walkthrough of the basic 

controls is provided as well. You can skip it, but be ready – there are 
zombie around. We hold them back for you when you choose the 
tutorial, but they’re coming for you if you skip it, and they don’t care if 
you’ve picked up your gun yet or not. 

 

Obstacles & Barricades 
 
While zombies can’t go through a wall, they can climb over 

most of the same obstacles you can and they won’t let a window or 
door keep them from taking a swipe at you, so be aware; jumping up on 
a car may or may not help you and a door won’t hold forever. 

 
But anything a zombie can do, you can do better. Why, just 

consider your breathing. You’re King of breathing compared to a 
zombie! And you can also bust some doors and windows just as much 
as you can bust some heads. Doors and windows have their own hit 
points, which you can overcome through force. Door you may never 
have cause to break down, but a quick jump through a window might 
save your hide. 
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Injury and infection 
 
Your character’s skills and attributes are outlined and 

described elsewhere, but suffice to say, this is not an arcade game. 
While we do let you run around the 3D town of Piety and bullets aren’t 
abstracted, you are as much or as little as your stats make you. 
Standing close to a zombie helps when you’re shooting them, but your 
skill with the weapons is still a factor, and you can miss. And the same 
goes for melee combat – proximity to a target is important, but does not 
guarantee you can land a decent punch. 

 
When you do hit a target, or you are hit yourself, text will 

appear telling you where you’ve hit and for how much damage. Your 
own personal damage is tracked at the bottom left of the screen – as 
you’d expect, green is good, red means dead (or as near as.) 

 
That you and the other survivors have lasted this long is a 

testament to your resistance to the infection. But it’s not a simple matter 
of biology. This darkness that has taken so many defies conventional 
science, and corrupts a person very core, not merely their flesh. Those 
that remain strong, adamant, can avoid infection. In the event of injury, 
that personal attribute of Power is measured against how bad their 
wounds are. Morale helps fight infection and should infection take hold 
of someone, it can slow the infection, so should the unthinkable 
happen, be ready to do everything you can to keep spirits high. 

Injuries can be repaired overnight with rest and rest can be 
aided by assigning those survivors with medical skills to the task of 
tending to the wounded, and those tending to the wounded are aided 
by medical supplies, which can be found around town at on Supply 
Missions. Which means more contact with the zombies, which means 
more chance of injury. 

You begin to see why you want to make your decisions 
carefully and do everything you can to avoid getting into a fight with the 
undead. 
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Gameflow 
 

You’ve cleared out your base and had a look around – 
maybe picked a good choke point to build up around. But eventually, 
you’ll need to get down to business. Click End Day. 

 
This will start the game clock, in which you have around a 

couple of weeks to get ready for the big, final battle. During that time, 
your game is split between three things; 

 
Missions, in which you hit the town looking for supplies, survivors, and 
weapons, while dodging the undead. This is a full 3D environment 
where certain interaction are handled as an RPG (ie your ability to hit 
what you aim at, searching for hidden supplies, the speed at which you 
run, the height at which you jump, etc.) 

 
Base Management, in which you choose your missions, organize your 
inventory and survivors, and order tasks to be carried out (ie healing 
survivors, building fortifications and traps.) 
 
End Day, for when you’ve done all you can for the day, it’s time to 
catch some sleep, and start the next day. 
 

How you balance these is up to you – all of them affect the 
passage of time, or more accurately, how much you have left before the 
Big Fight. Night time is extremely dangerous, but you can opt to get in 
as many missions as you can before it comes. Judge your time wrong, 
and you may find yourself stuck outside after dark and running for 
home like hell is on your heels. Which it is. You can forego missions, 
spending the day giving survivors orders and recuperating, by not 
taking on any missions, giving survivors tasks, and hitting End Day. But 
those are extreme examples, and you will most likely pick your 
missions carefully, while spending some time back at base deciding 
what comes next, before committing another day to the dust heap, and 
moving one day closer to your Fort Zombie showdown. 
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Missions 
 

Each day you will have uncovered a handful of rumours 
about where you might be able to find Supplies, Weapons, and 
Survivors. On the left you will see who is coming with you on the 
mission, though this will only become important later, once you’ve 
found some survivors. Initially, you’re on your own. 

 
 Pay attention to the distance of the rumour marker from your 
base. Even though you will not have to run the entire way (you just 
have to run the last few blocks through town), distance means travel 
time and travel time means burning daylight – your game clock is still 
there in the top left of the screen. 
 
 Chose and confirm a mission by clicking on its marker and 
head out on the town. You will “travel” to the start of the mission, at 
which point the mission will load. Once you are in the mission, make a 
note – time has passed! Keep an eye on the clock and head towards 
the Mission Marker on the Compass. The Compass will always guide 
you to the building you are headed to, but you do not have to take the 
direct route if you do not want. In fact, more often than not, it’s better to 
wide your way there carefully, avoiding any undead complications. But 
safe means slow, so it’s up to you.  
 
 Once you’ve reached where you’re trying to get to, you will 
either have to search (press and hold the F key to search your 
immediate area) for hidden goods or search room by room for 
survivors, depending on the mission. Survivor missions may have some 
hidden goodies – in fact, a lot of buildings in town might, but you have 
to be a good spotter, and they will never be as easy to find, or as 
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rewarding as a mission building, so keep an eye out for anything that 
looks promising, and give it a careful search. 
 
 If you find a container of good, Right Click on it to open it – 
this will bring up the container and its items, and your own backpack. 
You can open your backpack at any time, if say you want to drop an 
item you’re carrying. 
 
 If you find a survivor, Right Click on them, or the Chat icon, 
in order to interact with them and see if they want to come with you. It’s 
possible a survivor may not want to join you, but that’s only if you’re an 
amazing jerk. Even in an apocalypse, nobody likes a jerk. 
 
 When you’re ready, return to base, by returning to the point 
where you started the mission. Just as with the Mission Marker, your 
entry point is marked on the Compass. 
 

Speed, agility, and being quiet 

If you played the tutorial, or read the Hotkeys list, you’ll know you can 
move through town at a variety of speeds. You can sprint, run, or walk. 
Each one affects your stamina differently, with sprinting winding you the 
worst and walking the least. Jumping also takes energy out of you, but 
if you rest or walk for a moment, you’ll get it back. Besides keeping in 
mind that you want to perhaps save your strength for a frantic escape, 
how fast you move also creates noise and movement that zombies 
might spot, so slow equals quiet and fast equals come-and-get-it. 

 
Also bear in mind that your stats dictate just how sure-footed 

you are, and if you try and hop something a little too high, or a little too 
fast, or a little too carelessly, you might trip up. On the plus side, 
zombies will not point and laugh. The down side should be obvious. 

 
When you have survivors with you, they will follow you and 

generally keep up, but if you’re particularly speedy or shut that door a 
bit too quick, they might fall behind, so keep an eye on them, just in 
case. If you’re team gets spread out, you can can call them back to you 
using your Team Orders. 
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Team Orders 

When in the field on a mission, if you have survivors or team members 
with you, you can issue them some simple orders. Individual orders can 
be given by selecting a team member. Group orders can be given using 
the Team Order buttons down the right side of the screen. 

 
Gather – Pressing this will bring your team running to 
your side, which is good when a bad situation is brewing. 
It will be particularly handy during the final fight if you 
need everyone to  
 
Defend – This will order team members to stand and 
defend a particular position until you give them another 
order. 
 

Flee – In a bad, baaad situation, you can order team 
members to head to the Mission Entry / Extraction point. 
They will do their best to head for it while you hold a line 
or deter pursuit or whatever. 
 
 
Search – Just as you search, you can order a team 
member to search their surroundings. Their skill at 
spotting will then come into play, just like yours. 
 
 
Take – If containers are found, survivors will grab what 
they can. If an containers remain lit-up afterwards, you 
can assume they have no more room and had to leave 
something behind. It’s up to you then to decide if you 
want to grab it, or have a look at their stuff, and drop 

something to make room. 
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Base management 
 

Once you’ve returned from a mission, your work is not done. 
For starters, you should unload your backpack and all the swag you 
found, if any, into the Base Inventory. The Base Inventory works just 
like opening a container found around town, only besides yourself, you 
can select survivors from the bottom of the screen to see their personal 
inventory, so you can not only unload their packs, but to load them up 
with anything they, or you for that matter, might need on the next 
mission. Underneath the Base Inventory are indicators of how much 
food and medicine you have – food in particular is critical, as hunger 
reduces morale, and should it drop low enough, a survivor might decide 
to take their chances and slip away in the night. 

 
While back at the base, you can also have a detailed look at 

your collection of survivors. Personal details, their skills, and even their 
backstory of fighting to stay alive in Piety. The middle of the screen is 
your list of survivors, which displays their general Health, Morale, and 
Hunger. It will also list their assigned task, if they have one, which you 
can set by highlighting a survivor from the list, and then selecting from 
one of their capabilities, which are displayed underneath.  

 
Their vital stats, character stats, and backstory are displayed 

along the left side of the screen after you select a survivor from the list. 
 
Injuries heal incrementally overnight, but you can also 

assign survivors with the appropriate medical skills to attend to them, 
just as you’d assign someone to build a barricade. Medical supplies aid 
in this process as well, so finding some and having them on hand is 
important. 
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fortification 
 

Also between missions, you can enter into your base to run 
around in, via the Fort tab in the Base Manager, but it’s not just for 
kicks. This is where you can set up where you’d like barricades created, 
traps set, and windows boarded over. In the top right of the screen are 
some icons for Barricades, Traps, and Survivor placement. 

 
Barricades: Move to an area where you’d like a 
barricade placed and select the Barricade button. You 
will get to choose the type of barricade as well as it’s 
size and strength. A small barricade is quicker to build, 
but easier for zombies to crawl over or bash down. 

Larger barricades are harder for zombies to overwhelm, but take longer 
to build and ultimately that means you can’t build as many before the 
Big Fight. 
 

Once you’ve selected a barricade, a phantom version will 
appear, allowing you to manoeuvre it around until it is exactly where 
you want it, then click to confirm its placement. A work area will now 
appear, to let you know where you’ve ordered barricade. Once placed, 
you can now assign survivors to work on these barricades from the 
Survivor page in the Base Manager. 
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Traps: While out scavenging the world, you may find 
some odd items, items which can’t feed you. Or defend 
you, for that matter? Or can they? 
 
Placing these supplies into the Base Inventory will give 

you access to them, and if you have enough of a certain type, you can 
order the construction of a trap. Just as with barricades, you enter you 
Fort through the Base Manager, move to where you’d like to set a trap, 
and using the Trap button at the top right of the screen, select the trap 
you’d like placed.  
 

Some traps are like barricades, and you can manoeuvre 
around as you prefer, and some require particular positions – like say at 
a door – and will snap into place as you move near. Once placed, you 
can return to the Base Manager and assign survivors to build it. 
 
 As adept as you may be at sneaking around town or 
whacking a zombie, you are not an encyclopaedia of gadgets. You will 
have to gather them over time from the survivors who might have a 
plan in mind.  You may not find all the plans before the Big Fight, so 
bear this in mind as you fill your pack with random extras. 
 

Survivor Placement: When the final battle erupts, 
everyone should have a position. This might be locked in 
the relative safety of a jail cell or backroom, or it might be 
defending a particular doorway. Regardless of what you 
have in mind, you can dictate these placements by 

entering the Fort through the Base Manager, and pressing the Survivor 
button from the top right of the screen, near the Trap and Barricade 
buttons. Remember, the Team Order of Gather will bring them running 
from this position, so use it carefully, and maybe move away from that 
All Gather button for now. 

survivors 
 

Survivors are more than merely mouths to feed – as 
described above, they bring new skills to your final defence against the 
armies of the undead. They are another pair of hands to build a 
barricade or hold a gun. They make heading out into town less 
dangerous in some ways, more of a challenge in others, but seeing as 
they can also help you design and build traps, they might as well help 
you look for the parts you need to put those traps into action.  

 
Alone you are determined, but together with others, you are 

a force for humanity’s survival. It should be no surprise to you then that 
if you can find and rescue whole families, there are benefits to your 
Fort. And if you can find those special survivors, survivors with a rare 
spark, just like you… 
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Words to the wise 
 

♦ This is not a shooter, this is a survivor. Live to 
fight another day isn’t just a pretty quote in Fort 
Zombie, it’s the number one rule. 
 
♦ Ammo spent in town is ammo you don’t have for 
later. 

 
♦ Do not get caught outside at night. 
 
♦ Retreat is ALWAYS an option. You get the crap 
kicked out of you before you reach a mission, you 
can always return to base, patch up, and head out 
again on a different mission later. 
 
♦ Read the graffiti. Ignore the bloody kind, but the 
rest might prove useful. 
 
♦ Hiding helps. If you pick up some admirers, duck 
out of site or indoors to try and lose them. But be 
careful – running around corners or through doors 
can get you into as much trouble as it gets you out 
of. Keep your eyes peeled and your ears open! 
 
♦ Make a note of where you find things. A 
particular place that turns up some goodies might 
have been overlooked by looters in similar 
locations. But remember, a mission location is sure 
to have goodies for you, a regular building is not. 
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LICENSE AGREEMENT 
 

This Software is licensed, not sold, to the User by Paradox Interactive AB 
and its authorized license holder and may only be used under these 
following restrictions. Paradox Interactive AB reserves all rights not 
expressively released to the User. 

Copying. The License Agreement allows the User to use the Software on 
one computer at a time, with the exception for such Network games that 
are described in the documentation enclosed with the Software. Copying of 
the Software is illegal. 

Restrictions in User rights. The Software and the enclosed printed matter is 
protected by copyright laws. The User overbinds not to in any way recreate 
the Software's source code so that it can be apprehended by the User or 
anyone else. The User may not change, adapt, translate, sub-let, lease, sell 
with profit, or distribute the Software, nor may he store it on a public 
network or create derivative products based on the Software or any of its 
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Rights. The User owns the original CD ROM discs on which the Software is 
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copies of the actual Software. The Software is copyright protected. 
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